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Airotic Soiree is coming to NYC in November
The 21+ cabaret-style spectacle boldly goes where many other
circus shows do not, showcasing incredible aerial acrobatics in a
titillating, sensual style
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New York,  October 4th  - AirOtic Soiree is landing in New York in November! The show is a

sexy and sensual circus-style cabaret show, featuring world-class acrobats unlike anything seen

before. Audiences are immersed in an intense story of love, passion, sexuality and eroticism,

while being treated to dinner and decadent dessert towers curated by celebrity chef Saul

Montiel. Before and after the performance, selection of specialty cocktails will be available for

purchase, and guests will also have the opportunity to meet the  performers. The experience will

take place at HK Hall, a historic NYC venue with striking decor in the heart of Hell’s Kitchen. 
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

Far from your local traveling circus, Airotic embraces - even highlights - the idea that aerial

stunts and body contortions can be erotic. The show arrived in New York after touring in San

Francisco and Washington DC, where it was enjoyed by over 20,000 people. Anyone who has

an appreciation of the beauty of the human physique and the sheer skill required to carry out

these acrobatic feats will take pleasure in the experience.

AirOtic is a one-of-a-kind night of immersive circus and cabaret entertainment. The

extravagant costumes, seductive choreography, adonis physiques, unbelievable stunts, and

circus artistry are sure to leave you on the edge of your seat!

Further information is available on the website here

Information 

Location: HK Hall, 605 W 48th St, NY 10036

Dates: Starting from November 4, 2022 running through 2023

Tickets: Available now and prices start at $95 - Available here

Visuals: here

Press contact: hannah.mawhinney@feverup.com

About Les Fardadais

Les Farfadais and Co. established in 1998, is a French contemporary circus company known for

their innovative approach and fantasy interpretation on entertainment which is featured in

productions spanning globally. With casts composed of international world class artists

specializing in cirque artistry, Les Farfadais uses its platform to create a sensory journey

connecting with their audiences, leaving a lasting impression, both visually and emotionally
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